tamper-proof KeyRings™

replaceable hub technology lets you re-use your ring with no crimping

Organize, hold and manage your keys more cost-effectively with Morse Watchmans KeyRings – the only key ring available that allows you to replace keys quickly and easily without the need to cut it apart. Simply attach a new colorful hub and click it into place. There’s no need for crimping tools. It’s the secure, convenient and economical key ring solution.

think inside the box.
Morse Watchmans KeyRings deliver ease-of-use with a tamper-proof locking mechanism and a unique identification system. While other key rings require you to cut through the stainless steel and replace the entire ring, with Morse Watchmans’ replaceable hub technology you can add or remove keys, reuse the key ring and replace the hub at a fraction of the cost.

- No tools required to close assembly
- Re-useable 5/32” stainless steel rings
- A smart-switch solution that replaces welded and crimped rings
- Incorporates cost-saving replaceable hub technology
- Serialized/color-coded hubs identify rings and prevent substitution

Tamper-proof KeyRings work perfectly with KeyWatcher® or KeyBank® key management systems to secure and track your keys.